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論文要旨:木材をテンプレートとして､フェライト前躯体溶液を含浸し､そのまま焼

成することにより､セラミックス化を行い､木材の構造を有するフェライト多孔体(フ

ェライト化木)を作製した.原料木材としては､主に､仮導管がハニカム状に並んだ針

葉樹(杉材)を用い､組成としては､ Ni･Znフェライト､ Mn-ZnフェライトおよびBa

フェライトに関して検討を行った｡そして､原料木材の前処理条件､前躯体溶液の調製

条件､焼成条件等について､最適作製条件を見出した｡えられた試料は､元の木材組織

の細胞壁部分が､そのまま面状に焼結してハニカム構造のフェライト-とセラミックス

化し､一次元細孔が配向した気孔構造を示した.そのハニカム面の厚みは1 -2 FL mで､

フェライト粒子1ないし数個が焼結して構成されていた｡

フェライト化木の磁気的性質としては､磁気ヒステリシス､透磁率の周波数特性､反

射損失を測定した｡また､赦密質焼結フェライト､ポリマー複合体および通常の気孔形

成剤によるフェライト多孔体との比較を行った｡特にNi-Znフェライト化木に特徴的

な性質として､一次元細孔の方向に垂直方向と平行方向で､磁気的性質が変化すること

がわかった｡磁場が一次元細孔に平行方向に加えられた場合には磁化しやすく､磁化曲

線はより急激に飽和磁化に到達し､また､保持力は小さくなった｡これらの結果は､フ

ェライト薄膜に見られる薄膜に垂直方向と平行方向における磁気異方性の特徴と一致

し､フェライト化木はフェライト薄膜がハニカム状に並んだ多層構造体とみなしてよい

と考えられた｡また､透磁率は､撤密質焼結フェライトに比べ､高周波数側での低下が

小さく､フェライト薄膜に観測されているスヌーク則からのずれと同様な効果が起きて

いると考えられた｡さらに､ギガ-ルツ帯で反射損失のピークも小さいながら確認され､

フェライト化木の高周波数域における電波吸収体としての利用の可能性が示唆された｡



AB STRAC T

Ferrite woods were prepared by ceramizations of woods･ The wood templates

were infiltrated by precursor solution and sintered･ The compositions of the NiZn femite,

MnZn ferrite and Ba ferrite with1 directional pore orientation
like cedar

microstructure which is tracheidline up into honeycomb microstructures was examined･

The optimum preparations conditions of femite wood were determined by consideredthe

template treatment, precursor solutions preparations and the sintering conditions･ The

ceu walls of
the

originalwood
become a ferrite layered ceramic in honeycomb structure

withone-dimensional pore orientations･ The honeycomb was about
1 - 2pm, was

configured withone or few layer of grains･

The magnetic properties of ferrite wood such
as magnetic hyteresis, the

frequency dependence of permeability and return loss was measured･ Dense ferrite,

compressed powder and conventional porous ferritesthat bonded withpolymer were

also prepared and the magnetic properties were also examined･Asresults, the femite

woods show the magnetic shape anisotropy wbicb is in parallel directions of pores

orientations was easier to magnetize compared with perpendicular directions of pores

orientations. The ferrite wood was regarded multilayered structure that lined up into

honeycomb shape･ This magnetic shape anisotropy phenomenon is similar with thin

film tendency that might exceed the Snoek'畠limit. Furthermore, small peak of

re丑ection loss is observed in Gigahertz regions･ Therefore possibility of utilization of

femite woods
as the wave absorber in the high frequency

regions
was suggested･
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUC TION

1.1 Cerami2:ations of Wood

Wood has unlque microstructures. It has pores that for water transportation

purposes by capillary action. Both hard woodand so氏wood are contained of elongated

tubular cells aligned with the axis of the tree trunk [1]. Some of wood have a big pores

and some of ithave small pores(micro-size)I
It depends of thetype, age of wood･ The

wood template was orlglnally containing the organic composition such as gums,

troplones, fats and faqy acids [2], and mostly Carbon･ Chemically, the major

constituents ofwoodare 50% carbon, 44% Oxygen, 6% hydrogen and l% trace element

[17].Ceramizations of woods is based on the impregnation of a cellular structure with a

ceramic suspension or precursor solution in order to produce a macroporous ceramic

exhibiting the same morphology as the original porous material [3]･Since last decade,

some researcher was interestedinceramization of wood due to the special structure of

wood. According toAndre R. Studart et. al. (2006)the ceramization of wood, Sic Wood

was血stintroduced by T. Ota etal(1995). Since after the study was increased by

produce differenttype of ceramic woods･ Researchers were used wood as templates to

prepared the ceramics such as Titania[4,5],Si and Sic, [6,7]Sic [8,9,10],Alumina[11],

Zirconia[12],Iron Oxide [13].Severaltypes of woods were also used as a template for

the ceramization process.Among the woods are rattan [11],pine [11, 13],paulownia

[13],Fir [13],Bamboo [7,14],Mango tree [6]and etc was used･ The characterizations

of each ceramic wood were examined. ThlS Ceramic wood materials也eirs own



properties andthe mostlmportant isthe 1 D nano/micro structure thatmight be

implementedinvariety of applications such as thermal and/or sound insulation,

absorptlOn, and filtrationand as catalysts.

According to [3] had stated丘ve teclmiques llSed for produce macroporous

ceramic namely polymer replica, wood replica, sacrificialtemplate, direct foamlng With

surfactants and direct foaming withparticles･
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Figure 1.1 Typical porosityand average pore size achieved via various methods [3]･

Wood replica amongthe techniquethat able to produce highporosity (more

than80%) with small pores sizes (almost lOpn) (figure1.1).Comparedwithdirect

foaming method, the researchers had producedthe highest porosityamong all the

techniques withcomparable pores size with wood replica, but ithas random distributed

pOreS･

Thus wood replica teclmique shows the very highporosityand small pores

sizes. That means,the walls that constructthe pores are verythin. But the interests are



carrymg out due to the poresthat alignedinone direction. Instead of that reason, the

wood replica approach has advantages of the porositycontroland pore sizes control.

Refer to the figure 1.1, its shows that, the ceramic product丘om wood replica teclmique

have big ranges of porosity(approximately30
- 90%). This is because pores sizes were

of ceramic wood canbe determined by the shrinkages of the template pores.As

mentioned, the woods have various sizes of pores depended to the type弧d血e喝e Of

the wood.

I.2 Ferrites

1.2.1 Spinelferrite

ln splnel ferrites,the relatively large oxygen anions forma cubic close packing

with I/20f the octahedraland 1/80f the tetrahedralinterstitial sites occupied by metal ions

(figure1.2).The distribution of cations over A- and BISites is determined by their ionic

radius, electronic configurationsand electrostatic energyinthe spinel lattice･Cations

like Zn2+ and Cd2+, show a marked preference for the A sites, thus their spinels are

obtainedwith a formula Me2'[Fe3'2]04,Where the Fe3'ions between bracketsare onthe

B-sites.When cations have stronger B-site preference thanFe3+, as is the case for Mn2+,

Ni2+ and Co2+, Fe3+ canoccupy A-sites to forminverse spmels, denoted as

Fe3'[Me2'Fe3']o..[15]

3
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Figure I.2 Spinel structure Aand B represent tetrahedral and octahedral sites

respectively･ Adapted from [15]

1.2.2 Hexagonat ferrite

4types of hexagonal ferritesare distinguisheand indicated as M, W, Y and Z･

It was categories by the ratio of (BaO+MeO)仔e203.

The M type Ba-ferrite have a composition ration of 1:6 of

(BaO+MeO)n7e203[15]. The elementary unit cell contains 10 oxygen layers,

sequentially constructed from 4 blocks, S (spinet),R (Hexagonal), S* and R*. S* and

R* have equivalent atomic arrangements as S and R, but rotated 180o about c axiswith

respect to s and RI S and S* block consists of two 02-layers; while R and R* block

contains three O21 layers, with one oxygen site in the middle layer substitute by Ba2+ ion

【15,50,51].Figure 13 shows the structure ofMtype
BaFe120u. h the flgure the arrows

indicate the spm orientations.
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1.2.3 Magnetism

Five categories (diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, anti-
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ferromagnetism, and ferrimagnetism) of magnetism are classi{ledinto all materials

which are depending on their bulk magnetic susceptibility･ One of the factor material

might change the magnetism behavior ferromagnetic or a ferrimagnetic material is the

reversible polnt above which it becomes paramagnetic at certaintemperature depended

to the type of the elementknownas Curie temperature･ In order tofu1fillthe desired

constrain (resistivity,dielectric loss, Curie temperature, tnagnetic permeabiljtyetc) more

than 1 element are needed.

The comparison of the permeabilityvia
hysteresis loop can be concludedin

figure 1.4.

Figure I.4 The comparison of permeability for ferromagnetism pf, paramagnetismトLp,

Free space/ Air pc, and Diamagnetism pd

The Diamagnetism poare the behavior岳that have the value of the
permeability

lowerthanfree
space

/ air. The magnetic materials have a higherpermeabilitythanair･

But most of the magnetic materials are &equency dependent which is drop at the higher

丘equency. Some of thus material might have a diamagnetism behavior at higher

&equency. This phenomenon discussed in the next sections.



The compound of mixed oxide alsoknown asferrite, own the ferrimagnetic

behavior. For this ferrimagnetic behavior it has a largeand positive susceptibility,

functioned by the applied fleld and microstructure dependent･ Table l･1 shows the

summarization of ferrimagnetism behavior.

Table 1.I The surrmarization of ferrimagnetism behavior

Magnetism Susceptibility Atomic/m喝neticbebaVior

Ferrimagnetism Largeand

positive,

丘1nCtionof

appliedfield,

microstructure

dependent.

AtomsbaVe

anti-parallel

aligned

⑳⑳⑳⑳⑳MFerT_m_P_etiSm

⑳⑳⑳⑳⑳.′

⑳⑳⑳⑳⑳:JFerrimagnetism

⑬⑬⑬⑳⑬
一

magnetic

moments.

⑳⑳⑳⑳⑳

⑳⑳⑳⑳⑳-f7

Ferromagnetism have behavior occurred becausethe atom due to the entire

atom have a parallel aligned magnetic moment meanwhile for ferrimagnetism some of

the atom ha anti- parallel aligned magnetic moment･ Because of this reason the

ferrimagnetism behavior have a lower magnetization compared with ferromagnetism･

Those 2 behaviors have a similaritysusceptibilitywhich is microstructure dependent･

Spinel ferriteshave ferrimagnetisms properties;

1.2.4 Permeability ofNi-Zn
ferrite

Figure 1.5 shows the frequency dependence of complex permeability(realand

imaginary) of Ni8Znl_8Fe204 With different value of 8･ The highlightedcurveindicated

the limits of the real permeabilityand alsoknown as Snoeks limits･ Recently many

researchers have developed a new tec血ique, conditions in order to血prove the

7



permeability at the higher &equency･

Figure I.5 Frequency dependence of the rea】and imaginary parts ofthepermeability, p'

andト''ofNi8Znト8 Fe:04. Adapted &om [16]

The di氏culties are, at the higher frequency regions, the permeability is tower･

Meanwhile, the obtainedthus curve (fig 1.6)the specimens are highdensity.What will

happen if the densities are reduced? Figure 1
･6

shows the Ni-Ferrite permeability curve

at various densities. The flgureindicatedthe pe?k was shi氏ed to the higherfreqtlenCy.

According to the J. Smithand H.P.J.Wijn, the dispersion &equency drops

continuously withincreasing density･The figure alsoindicates for highdensityNiFe204

at higher frequency, the realpermeabilitywas showed the diamagnetism behavior which

is lower thanthat air permeability, p'< 1 or (p'-1)< 0･ But for lower density NiFe204

have a better frequency rangethan higher densityNiFe204･ The reason isbecause of the



lowered
porosity(high density) caused lessintemalshape

anisotropyandinhigher

rotational permeabilityand a lower ferromagnetic resonance &equency.

Fjg･ 50･4･ Permeability spectra or iEICOmP)el¢】y sin(fred s&mpks of nJCkcl良rritc NiFe=04.

Thc 6､･c sanlPles were SinLered at prosrcssjve]y higher maximum temperatures in the range
960-Ⅰ327 8C･ The dcnsitLes a or the sanples irLdJ'cated in the丘gwe should b亡COmpared

with an X･ray densjtyd2 - 5.38. ^fler Pr 7].

Figure 1.6 The frequency dependent ofNi-Ferrite relatedwith densities. Adapted &om

[16]

1.2.5 Magnetic Permeability aTld app一ications

The applications of spinel ferrite depend onthe shape and themicrostructure･

For example, Nanosized spinel ferrite particles importance to the microwaveindustries,

highspeed digitaltapeor disk recoding, repulsive suspension foruseinlevitated



railway systems, ferrofluids, catalysis, medical imaglng, tranSformerand magnetic

refrigeration systems [17,18,19]. In the magnetic point of view the femite that have

magnetoelectric effect are used as sensors, isolators, wave-guides, transducer,

electromagnetic/radiofrequencyinterference (EMI/RFI) filter,etc [14]･

For EMI filtering/shielding, absorptions contribute to the highest rate of the

shielding･ The absorptionsare effectiveness at certainthickness of the shielding material･

The effective thicknessesare alsoknown as skindepth. That means the lower the skin

depths are good to have a thinner size of shielding materials needed･ The equations

belowindicates the skindepth 8 of the of shielding materials [20];

According to the equations, PermeabilityFLare among the main contributors for

reducing the value of the skindepth.

Electromagnetic interference (EMI)- a specific kind of environmental pollution

due to a rapid growth in the utilization of electrical and electronic devicesinresidential,

industrial and military applications [57].The only way to reduce
rEMI is by shielding

[33].The Ni-Zn ferrites is among the material that widely use for this?pplications･

Recently, the commercialized shielded shape of Ni-Zn ferrite wasinsingle layer and

grid shape [36-38]･The ferrite grid has a better performance than single layer ferrite

[39] because ithas higher and wider frequency absorption bandwidth (figure1
･7)･

The

ferritegrid (figure1.7)has a large size (rrm si2:e)･
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Figure 1.7,the commercialized ferritegrid for EMI shielding applications

1.3

Figure l.7 Retum loss ofSingle layer and ferrite grid･ Adapted from [39]

Motivations

Discussed in previous sections, it was agreedthat for low densityferrite have a

lower permeabilitythan that high density. But for lower densityferrite have a better

frequency range at higher region before transform 丘om ferrlmagnetisms into

diamagnetism behavior･ Until now the microstrueture dependent for the
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ferrimagnetism behavior was been widely studied by researchers･ The conditions such

as physical shape and the graindue to the preparations method wereintroducedinorder

to fix the conditions with the application purposes･ Currently most of the study had

focus at the conditions of filmshape [21,22],Nano-particles (Powder) [17,18, 23, 24,

25], Bulk [26,27, 28] etc. Among the famous established condition is film shape and

shows the good performance at higher frequency region･ According to J･ Goa (2004)

[21],argue the present bulk ferrite componentsare employed in discrete devices at

microwave丘･equencies, b山they are not compatible with planar circuit design

meanwhile the so氏ferrite films usable at frequencies higher than several hundred

megahertz (MHz) asinductors and wave absorber that required for electric circuit

integrations･ But for most of the film shape ferrite was produced with non-conventional

method, which have the special effect to the magnetic domain･ Currently for film shape

ferrite,
varietyof technique had beenintroduced for preparations of Ni-Zn ferrite･

Among the well known method of preparations are [21];

a. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 【29,30]

b. Electric beam reactive evaporation

c. Magnetron spu仕eri一喝

d. Spin-spray ferriteplating

Because of thus reason, this study is focus on the lower densityand consist the

oriented structure similar to ferritefilm that mightincrease the resonance at higher

&equencyinorder to improve the permeabilityat
GHz &equency region of Spinel

ferrite.To produce such ferrite,the appearances of the specimens mustin;

1. Highporosityconditions

2. Structure consisted layer of wall that similarto ferrite film･

12



Combinations of thus two factors
might

improve the permeabilityat the higher

frequency reg10nS. Therefore ceramizations of woods by conventional sintering methods

was introducedinthis study. We have found that the wood is a good candidate because

itcontained of elongated tubular cells aligned with the axis of the tree trunk [l].Cedar

type was choose due to the poresthat almost uniform sizes･ In additions of that, recently

the ferrite grid has a better performance thanslngle layer ferrite･Meanwhile, physically

ferritewood have a similar shape as ferritegrid, but ferritewood have a micro sizes･

Some researcher had study relatedwith wood and Iron oxide. Zhaoting Liu et

al (2005) [2]was prepared iron oxide from wood template･ In the study was only focus

on the preparations of Fe203 With trigonal-hezagonal scalenohedral crystral structure

(Non-spinel)and no magnetic study was conducted･

Meanwhile K.H.Wu et al (2006) have prepared the charcoal NiZn ferrite.The

specimens were prepared at low temperatureand the wood component retained as

composite (notcomplete single phase NiZn ferrite)･Only the FMR results were shown

inthis study.

Hideo Oka et al (1999)
- (2004)[61 - 64] have study about magnetic wood that

implemented atindoorfumiture･ The complete magnetic study was conducted･ But the

wood honeycomb microstructure doesn't existinthe specimens･ The magnetic wood

are;

1. Powder coated onto a危ber board

2. Powder and wood powder mixed and pressedinto board (no wood

m icro
structure)

3. Wood impregnated with water based magnetic fluid

4. Combination structure consisting of a fibre board layer/ magnetic

13



1.4

binder layer/fibre board layer

Thesis statement and thesis organization Main Objective

The aims of this study are to develop the mixed spinel ferrites (Ni-Zn femite

and Mn-Zn ferrite)and Ba-ferrite by using wood templates that might
improve the

permeabilityat the higher frequency regions･ This thesis is contribute to the new

condition of microstructures that consisted the systematic array of the pores that

mimicki喝W()Od templates･ In也e other band, due to the condition of也us

microstructure was contributing to the new phenomena of magnetic properties that

similar tendency with film shape･ These low density ferrite woods have microstructures

that contribute to the mainroll at higher frequency. Finally to determined the Retum

loss of thus ferrite wood in the higherfrequency regions for the selected ferrite woods

ln Chapter 2, this chapter is stress on the experiment procedurethat include;

the determination of crystallizations of single phase ferrite by controlling the sintering

temperatures, times and a土mospbere･ Thus preparation methods were decided due to the

review of the previous study･ Beside that, the methods of physical characterizations of

ferrite were suggested･ The second parts of this chapter were described about the

method of m喝netic measurements･ Currently, most of the equlpment Was used to

measure the powder and fllm shape ferrite･The technique to determine the effect by the

woody microstructure wasintroduced tool The approached to determine the magnetic

effectand the Retum loss of woody microstructure was stated.

In Chapter 3, the optimum preparation conditions of ferrite wood were

presented･ The transformations mechanisms were also determined by usmg combination
●

of appropriate equlPment Such as DT-TGAand XRD analysis･ The different preparation

conditions were revealed between thus softferrites. As a results thus ferrite wood was

14



successfully prepared with a minimum defects. The characterizations of thus ferrite

wood were also mentioned.

Chapter 4, Magnetic hysteresis (B-H curve) of ferrite wood in cubical shape

wasinvestigated. Normally for softferrite,inbulk conditions the hysteresis is isotropic

inany direction that measured with the same thickness. But for ferritewood even tough

the physical appearances look like bulk ferrite,but the magnetic hysteresis anisotropy

was revealed (easy axis and hard axis).This phenomenon similar wi也也e丘1m shape

ferrite because ferritewood are reacting like multilayered ferrite fllm. The rlnal results

was concluded the contributiわn of the ferritewood at the higher frequency reg10nS. The

Retum loss of the ferritewood was presented.

FinallyinChapter 5, the remarkable finding in this study was concluded. The

present works are statedand the recommendations offuture development are stated･
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1 IAtrOduction

This chapter discussed about the experimental procedureand the methods were used

inorder to preparation and characterization of mixed spinel ferritewood･

The method and the used equipment Of examined the desired properties were stated･

The microstructures were visually conflrmed by uslng Scannlng Electron Microscopy, SEM･

The compositions of the products were validated via X-Ray diffraction (Cu-Kα)･In the next

part of this study wasinvolving the magnetic properties of the ferrite wood･ Beside that the

properties of ferrite wood was determined･ Among the characteristic that involved are,

Crystallographic, Physical and ferrimagnetic behavior･

The focus of this study are prepared and characterization of ferrite wood. Two main

points were considered, which are

l. Preparations

C baracter izations

Magnetic behavior

Magnetic hysteresis cuⅣe

Magnetic permeab ility

The optimum preparations methodsare necessary before the characterizations･ The

preparation methodinvolved the evaluations of the physical structure that affected by the

wood template, sintered conditions/temperature/time, phase confirmations and etc･

A丑er the optimum preparations method obtained, the study was continulng by
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characterization of ferrite wood. The followlng experiments were conducted for the

characterization of ferritewood.

1. Structural analysis

Lattice parameter determinations

Bulk densityand theoretical density

Porosity

Sbrinkages

M icros廿uc仙re

2. Magnetic properties

2.2 Preparation of ferrite wood･

Preparation of Ni-Zn Fe204 and Mn-Zn Fe204from wood template requires

composition validation and retalnlng the microstructure of templates･ The wood template

was orlglnally containing the organic composition such as gums, troplones, fatsand fatty

acids [2],and mostly Carbon. The preparation Ni-Zn ferriteand Mn-Zn ferritethat mimicking

the wood templates is among the main objectivesof this study･ In order to produce such ferrite

wood, the extemal appearanceand the composition validation is necessary･ Aaer preparlng

the ferrite wood, the magnetic properties of ferrite wood affected by thus microstructure is

investigated･ Spinel mixed ferritesthat mimicking the wood template are prepared･ Figure 2･ 1

shows the preparations process of ferritewood･ The precursor

Meanwhileinorder to hexagonal ferrite that mimicking wood template the

preparations of precursor solution was slightlydifferent with spinel ferrite due tothe

solubilityof BaPO3)2. BaPO3)2are Only solute with certaintemperatureand PHand

ethylene glycol as solvent. Jianxun Qiu et al [53] was prepared the precursor material by
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dissolved the of BaPO3)2and Fe即03)3into deionized water by the addition of citric acid･

Meanwhile Wen-Tsang Liu et al [54] was use ethylene glycol as the solvent･ Figure 2･2

explained the preparations method of the precursor solutions for preparations of BaFe12019

wood.

Fig 2･ 1 Preparation process of MnZn-ferrite and NiZn-ferrite wood

Fig 2･2 Preparation of precursor solutions for Ba-Ferrite wood

2.2.1 Template preparation

Wood was prepared as a template･ The wood had been treated before the next

processesinorder toincrease the effective absorption of sol･ The wood template was

originally containing the organic composition such as gums, troplones, fatsand fattyacids [2],
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and mostly Carbon･ Initiallythe thus organics were mostly water proof and innuencingthe

effectiveness of absorption Ofprecursor solution･

The wood template was treated by boiling with water and 25% ammonia for 1 h to

remove the wood extractmg compounds. The wood templates were washedwith distilled

water before they were re-boiled with de-ionized water for l12 h･ Figure 2･3 showsthe both

treated and untreated template withwater drop. It obviously shows the treated template have a

better absorption COmPared to untreated template･

扇｢≒弓11~表岳
Figure 2.3 Untreated and treated templatewith water drop

A丘er the wood template treated, the connectivityamong the pores was improved.

2.2.2 Preparation ofprecursorsolution

The commercially available Ni(NO3)2.6H20 (Ni(Il) Nitrate hexahydrate) Wako,

Fe(NO3)3.9H20 (Iron(ⅠⅠⅠ)Nitrate Enneahydrate) Wako, Zn(NO3):.H20 (Zinc Nitrate

Hexahydrate) Wako and Mn(NO3)2.6H20 (Manganese (II)Nitrate llexahydrate) wako, was

used for the precursor solution. Thus Nitrate was weighted according to the required

stoichiometric proportion (1 Molar). The compositions were mixed with de-ionized water

and stirred constantly until allthe solute dissolved･

Table 2.1, 2.2and 2.3indicates the amount of the compositions of Nitrate precursor

solution for 1 Molar/litre stoichiometirc proportions for NixZnl-xFe204, MnxZnトxFe204 and
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BaFe12019. The total prepared of thus precursor solution is 200ml.

Table 2. 1 Amount ofNickel nitrate, Zinc nitrate and Iron Nitrate for precursor solution

(200ml) to prepared NixZnl_x ferrite(x - 0.1, 0.5 and O･9)

Element Weight/ mol (L) Ratio,(x) Weight,(g)

Ni即03)3

Zn(NO3)3

FePO3)3

290.79

297.49

404.00

0.1

0.5

0.9

0.1

0.5

0.9

1.939

9.693

17.447

17.849

9.916

1.983

0.1,0.5&0.9 53.867

Table 2･2 Amount of Manganese nitrate,Zinc nitrate and Iron Nitrate for precursor solution

(200ml) to prepared MnxZnl_x ferrite(x - 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9)

Element Weight/ mol (L) Ratio,(x) Weight,(g)

M皿(NO3 )2

ZnPO3 )3

Fe(NO3)3

290.79

297.49

404.00

0.1

0.5

0.9

0.1

0.5

0.9

1.913

9.568

17.222

17.849

9.916

1.983

0.1,0.5&0.9 53.867
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Table 2.3Amount of Barium nitrate, Citric acidand Iron Nitrate for precursor solution

(200ml) to prepared BaFe12019.

Element Weight/mol (L) Ratio, (x) Weight,(g)

Ba(NO3 )2

Fe(NO3)3

Citric acid

261.336

404.00

192

2.2.3 Infiltrations

lnfiltration process is a mechanism for the precursor solutions absorbed inside the

body of the template･ Some study used the capillary action for theinfiltration process･ But

capillary action mustinfiltrate perpendicular to the fluid surface･ For capillary action itmust

haveanopen capillary bores) that allowed the air escape (flow out to atmosphere)･If the

pores are covered with dust or dirt, the air will trap mside the template and caused the

capillary action failure. The capillary action method also limited to the certainheightthat

explained by equations [1]below･

hmar - 4γcosp/(dcd)1g)

where;

p- densiO, ofprecu'TOr,甲- Wetting angle, γ- surfacetensions, dco- diameter ofpwes

ln this study, the natural jlow Pom high concentrations to low until archiving

equilibrium state was applied for the better infiltrations･ Osmosis process wereinvolved

which is血e body of wood was react as membrane wall･ The treated specimens (section

2.21) with boiling the template for few hours. In the other purpose this process also release

the airinside the template and the water that have lower viscosityabsorbinside the pores and
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the body of the template. A洗er thatthe wet template immediately deepinsidethe precursor

solution and keep fully immerse. The naturalmixlng Was OCCurredinthis process which isthe

waterandthe precursorwillflowuntil achieving the equilibrium state･ Followed by the

osmosis process which is the precursor solution absorb inside the body of the template･ In

the higher temperaturewill have a faster tlme to achieve the equilibrium state due to the

kinetic energy of the liquid that move faster butinhigher will causedthe evaporation of the

liquid.

Pores

water water

latebody

D
Figure 2.4 Infiltrationprocess

Figure 2.4 shows the infiltration mechanism of the precursor solutions inside the

template. The precursor was absorbed bythe template outside wall and flow inside the pores

and absorbed by the inte皿al wall of template. For this process, the templates were keep

fully unmergeintothe precursor solution for 6 - 7 daysI

To determine the complete infiltration,itwas examined by slicmgthe middle of the

template, which is showinfigure 2.5. The hfiltrated wood templates have a darker color･
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Figure 2.5. Images of the (a)Template before infiltration,(b)Templateswith complete and

incompleteinfiltrations･

Tlle COlor of the cross section of templateindicatesthe complete or illCOmPlete

infiltration, which is for darker region indicate the portion penetrated by the (nickel nitrate +

zinc nitrate
+ Iron (ⅠII)nitrate or manganese nitrate十zinc nitrate

+ Iron (_III)nitrate)

precursor solutions. To attempt the good outputthe complete infiltration is necessary･

2.2.4 Sinteritlg

2.2.4.I Sinlering ofNi-ZII rerrite

The infi)trated template was sintered at various temperatures to determine the most

optimum temperature and sinterlng tlme. For each sets of attempt, theinitial temperature was

set by rising for 6h to reach the target temperature (figure2.6).Most of the study reported for

preparing the Ni-Zn ferrite the template was sintered in air [21]because the Oxygen isneeded

for the necessary reactions. S,Deka [17] was prepared the Nio.5Zno.5Fe204with Tron nitrate,

zinc Nitrate and Nickel Nitrate and calcine in airwiththe temperature range 20011000oC, He

also prepared by Fe203, ZnO and NiO at llOOOcinair. Meanwhile A･Verma et al [26] was

sintered lOOOoC for 1 hinorder to prepare Ni-Zn ferrite &om the Nickel nitrate, Zinc Nitrate

ad Iron m citrate.Asa conclusion, preparingthe Ni-Zn ferritevia conventional method must

in air atthe temperature more than1000Oc (possiblyfor oxidation reactions).Finally the

temperature was reduced to room temperature Rt within6h
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Temperature, oC

Tar get

Tbmp.

Room

Temp.

6b Sintering time
,b

6b

Figure 2･6 Temperature vs sintering time for Ni-Zn ferrite

2.2.4.2 Sintering of Mn-Zn ferrite

Even tough Ni-Zn ferrite and Mn-Zn ferrite have a similar splnel structures but the

sintering methods might be different. Jae-Gwang Lee et al･ (2006) was prepared the Mn-Zn

ferrite powder uslng conventional method by annealed at 800oC for 4hand followed by

second annealing at 1300oC for 12hinvacuum. S･M･Attia (2006) have a different opinion, he

also have prepared via mixed oxide by ground for 4 h by an electrical grinding machineand

the mixtures were pre-sintered at 900oC in air･Pre-sintered specimens were shapedinto desire

shape and sintered at 1200oC for 5h in air･ The reason some of the study suggest the

sintering conditions of Mn-Zn ferrite mustinfree air conditions, because according [31],

slowly cooledinN2 atmosphere is necessary to prevent segregation o{a-Fe204･ The review

was found that, the sintering conditions of Mn-Znferrite was sinteredinairand someare

non-air. Because of that reason this study was attemptinboth conditions･ For this study, the

Mn-Zn femite was sinteredin,

1. Air

2. Argon atmosphere ･
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Sinteringinair was similar withthe sintering or Ni-Zn ferrite (section 2.2.4.1).

Meanwhilethe setups of sinterlng ln argon are Showinfigure. The ceramic tube was located

inthefurnace (figure2.7).Atthe early stage, the specimens were sintered in air to remove the

wood organic. After reach the target temperature (1200oC)the argon gas wasflowinone

direction at 5 ml/s (丘gure2.8).

Argon

outlet

Figure 2.7; Sinterlng Of Mn-Zn ferriteinargon atmosphere.

The argon atmosphere was retained until the cooling process complete. The丘ee air

(especiallyoxygen) environment was expectedinside the tube during the sintered period due

to the Rowed argon gas. Argon gas was chosen because itchemically stable characteristic･

Temperature, DC

Tal･get

'1t【叩.

Sintering time,h

Figure 2.8 Temperature vs sintering tlme for Mn-Zn ferriteinargon atmosphere
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2.3 Di飽℃ntial Thermal Analysis DTA
,
Thermogravimetric analysis TGA

The DTA-TG was conducted byusing simultaneous DTA-TG apparatus (DTG -

60H Shimad血). This thermal analysis was performedinair at heating rate of lOoC / minfrom

room temperature to 1200oC･ The standard reference specimen was Al203･

Tbese measurement settif唱S are Similar wi也也e study conducted by D. Mallick

(2007)[6]that alsoinvestigates the conversion ofwoodinto ceramics. But for this study itwas

conducted in air. In DTA, the specimens and an inert reference are made to perform

identicalthermal cycles, while recording any temperature difference between sample and

reference. This differential temperature is then plotted against time, or against temperature

PTA curve or thermogram). Changesinthe sample, either exothermic or endothermic, can be

detected relative to the inert reference. Thus, a DTA curve provides data on the

transformations that have occurred, such as glass transitions, crystallization, melting and

sublimation. The area under a DTApeak is the enthalpy change and is not affected by the heat

capacityofthe sample.

For theinfiltrated woods specimen, the peak exothermic or endothermic might be

caused by either wood itselfor the infiltrated material. To ensure such different, the different

conditions of specimens were examined such as;

1. Infiltratedwood

2. Wbod only

3. Dry Infiltrated precursor

TGA is atype of testing that is performed on samples to determine changes in

weightinrelation
to changeintemperature. Such analysis relies on a high degree of precision

in three measurements: weight, temperature,and temperature change. As many weight loss

curves look similar, the weight
loss curve may require transformation before results may be
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interpreted. A derivative weight loss curve canbe used to tellthe point at which weight loss is

most apparentand remaining weight･

2.4 Porosity and DetLSity measurement of Ferrite Wood

Buk densityis related with the porosityof material･ J･ Bera at al･ (2005)[32]were

used archenemies principle to determined the bulk densityand porosities of Nio･7Zno･3Fe204

1ヽ

that prepared via conventional sintering method･ Thusspecimens consist 2type of porosity

namely, open porosityand
true

porosity･Open porosityonly examined the pores that exist in

the surface of the specimens･ Meanwhile true porosity wasinvolvedintemal pores that can't

measure via archenemies principle･ To determine the true porosity,the
X- ray density was

involved. They also stated that, pore inside the specimens'prepared conventional sintered

Ni-Zn ferritedifficultto remove due to the Zn evaporations･

2.4.1 Theoretical Density

Teclmica11y ferrite wood consists the 1 directional connected pores that exposed at

the surface. That means the open porosity-
true porosity･Meanwhile the theoretical density

of ferrite wood can be calculated via lattice constant obtain from XRD measurement formula

below

dx = 8Ml(Na3)

Where, M isthe molecularweight,
N is the Avogadro's numberand a is the latticeconstant

derived &om XRD data [33].

2.4.2 Bt11k Density (Experimental)

Bulk densityof ferrite wood was measured by AG 206 Mettler Toledo densitykit

(flgure2.9)･
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Figure 219 AG 206 Mettler Toledo density kitvia archenemies principle

Because of very small pores size, the ferrite woods are difficultto direct examined by

this equipment (the air difrlCult to escape when deep inside the water)･ The procedure

determines the bulk density is stated as below･

1 , Slicethe surfaces of the specimens, for the pores exposure

Measured the ferritewood weight,
W/

Femite wood dropwith low viscosity polymers binder to coverthe pores･ The polymer

binder must fully nowinsidethe pores (noairtrap)

The dried ferrite wood with polymer binder was measure the weight,
Wp･
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5. percentage contain of ferritewood was determine

% Wf= W/WJb

Measure the density,pc of the specimens by AG 206 Mettler Toledo densitykh The

concept measurement of the equlPment used archenemies principle.

Calculate the volume, Vc of non homogeneous shape of ferritewood

Ve -

Wj/pc

The bulk densityof ferritewood was determined by

py= WjYe
=

(%W/Ⅹ Wjb)^mj/pc)

● Small error
might

oc■cur due to remained air and overnowed binder (figure2･10).

1 direction Pores

Figure 2.10; schematic offemite wood filledwithpolymer binder

2.4.3 DetlSity calct]htions via SEM images

.The
overall area measured

-

sitltered body +
pores (air)

≡

7TDavg2

The area occupied by sintered body - Thickness x circumference =冗I)me且.1 I t

Dmean - Dayg - (t/2)

Theoretical densityofNio.5Zno.5Fe204 - 5.31 g/cc

Bulk density- (7TD x I)/(7rI)2)
Ⅹ 5.31g/cc
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Average

diameter, I)

Figure 2.1 1; The parameter of 1 unit cell for bulk densitycalculation

2･4･4 DeJISity ofnorL- Wood ferrite

The highporosity of non-wood
femite was conductedindifferent approach･ Since the

internal pores are un-expose, it can't be measured via Archenemies prlnCiple･ But non-wood

femite was easy
to shapeinto desire geometry. Inthis case, thus specimens were shapeinto

cylinder･ The density of the specimens was determined by following steps;

Measurethe volume of the s,ecimens, V

=方生×t4

d - diameter of cylinder and t=也icbess of cy血der

Measure the weight of the specimens, W

The bulkdensities, p for non- wood ferriteare p
=

W

d2
ノr-Xt

4

(g/cm3)

2.5 Preparations of Non-Wood shape ferrite

The non-wood shapeferrite was prepared for the comparison with ferritewood･ For

the better comparison purposethe non-wood shapeferrite must have;

Similar compositions

Similar graln
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3. Comparable porosity/density

4. Non-wood microstmcture

To get the similar compositions with ferrite wood, the non-wood shape ferrite was

prepared丘om same material. The non- wood shape ferritewas prepared by the calcined wood

template and crushed into powder and compressed into cylinder sbape･ So in this case ithas

■■

the exactly same material base. To control the porosity/ density,the specimens were mixed

with organic powder and sinter. Stated below are the procedures to produce such specimens

(丘gure2. 12);

Produced the similar

composition with ferrite

wood

Grain control and

crystallization of splnel

feTrite

Figure 2. 12 Preparation method ofNon-wood shape femite

2.伝 Scannlng Electron Microscopy, SEM
●

The microstructures of the specimens were examined by Scannlng Electron

Microscopy, SEM (JSM-6100 JOEL). The specimens were cutinto small shape that fitinto

sample holder･ Carbon paste wereused for bind the specimens with the holder and dried for 2
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h into dryer.

To conflrmthe microstructure of wood retained,the specimens were examinedin2

different directions (figure 2.13). Atthe surface, the pores might
be covered up･ It was

suggested to slice the specimens for the bettervisual exam血ations.

2.7

Figure 2.1 3 The expected face of the ferrite wood for SEM

Lattice of ferrite wood

The crystal structures of the specimens wereinvestigated with XRD (RrNT 1 100,

Rigaku)with Cu-KcL radiations. The radiationsangle was at O･020 for every point丘om 20 -

20o to goo. The angle
was selected becausethe entire main peaks for splnel ferrite are within

the range. S･ Deka and PIA Joy was examined Ni-Zn ferritewith Cu-Kα radiations at the

angle of20
- &om loo to 80o. They were found that only a small peak (1I 1) revealed atbelow

Zoo.

From the XRD pattem the lattice parameter were determined bythe basic Bragg's

equations･

九-2dsin0

Which wavelength of incident wave,九ofCu-Kα are 1
･5405

meanwhile for this splnel were

formby a cubicalstructural and canbe expressed as
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dhkl =

α

h2+k2+l2

Which is (h k l)referred to the crystallographic planesand
"a"

represent the latticeconstant･

2･8 Magnetic Properties

2.8.1 Hysteresis curve

■■

If an altemating fleld is applied to so氏magnetic material, the hysteresis curve is

obtained･ Figure 2･14 shows the concept of the magnetizations･ For high field strengths the

attainable nux densityis reached. This isknown as saturation of magnetization Ms･

Figure 2･ 14 Typical hysteresis loop of so氏ferrite

lfthe field is removed, the material returns to the state where a -certainmagnetization

remains. This is血e rem弧ent Of magnetiza血n Mr･ The remanent retu皿tO Zero f♭rceぬin

negative strength which is referred as coercivity,
Hc･ As with any hysteretic process,thearea

inside the magnetization curve during one cycle is work that is performed on the magnet･

common dissipative processesinmagnetic materialsinclude magnetostriction and domain

wall motion. The coercivity is a measure of也e degree of magnetic hysteresis and therefわre

characterizes the lossiness of softmagnetic materials for their common applications･
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2.9 Magnetic hysteresis measurement

The vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM) is identicalinprinciple to the

vibrating-coil magnetometer except that the sample is movedinstead of the coil･ A VSM is

really a gradiometer measurlng the differenceinmagneticinduction between a reglOn Of

space with and without the specimen･ It therefore glVeS a direct measure of the magnetization･

The specimeningeneral has to be rather short to fitbetween poles of the electromagnet･ The

method
is thereforeinmost cases not well suited to the determination of the magnetization

curve or hysteresis loop because of the demagnetizing effects associated with the short

specimen.

The film shape Ni-Zn ferrite shows the great magnetic properties which are the

anisotropy of coercive forceincrease byincreasing of contain ofNi [1] due to the hysteresis

anisotropy.

2.9.1 VSM Specimens setup

Asillustrate in Figure 2.14(a)the specimen was cut into cubic shape (height宕Width

-

length).Aand C are perpendicular to the thin layer wall and B is parallel･ Magnetic

hystereses of the cubic-shaped specimens were measuredinthe A, B and C directions by

VSM as showninFig 2.15 (b).

The cubical shape specimens were used in for magnetic hysteresis measured by VSM

ヽ

because for reduce or eliminated the error due diamagnetic effect.
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Figure 2･1 5 Specimens setup f♭rVSM Measurements

2.10 Magnetic permeability

Magnetic permeabilityis the measure of the abilityof a material to support the

formation of a magnetic field withinitself. In order to dealing with high frequency magnetic

field,the complexpermeabilityis a useful tool. The complex permeabilitycanbe explained

by equation below.

LL(i)
-

p'(i)-jll"(り
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Which is p
-

complex permeability, p'- real permeabilityand〆'-
imaginary permeability･

Inthe other word, the p IS a resultant ofp'and〆'

p -寸((p')2+(p")2)

and solving for p

In
permeabilityalso canbe determined from the magnetic hysteresis that measured by

magnetization, B vs coercive fわrce, H･

p-B作I

The pe-eabi比y was measured by･ The sizes of specimens are limited to 1 x 5Ⅹ 6

mm3･ This equlpment need necess∬y parameter obtained丘om bysteresis cuⅣe･

2･10･1 Magnetic Permeability measurements

According to J.Gao et al. (2004)[21]for the non-film NixZnl-xFe204 have a highest

magnetization saturation when x
- 0･5･ Because of that reason Nio･5Zno15Fe204 woods were

chosen for the magnetic permeabilitymeasurement･
To measure the magnetic permeabilityof

ferrite wood, 1 mm thickness and 6mmwidth specimens are required･ At firstthe magnetic

hysteresis of ferrite wood were measured to obtainthe desired parameter, Ms (Gauss) and Hk

(oe).The ferritewoods were measured in 2 directions･

The magnetic permeabilityof ferrite wood was measured by Agilent E 5070B ENA

series Network analyzer attach with Ryowa PMF-300･ The maximum thicknesses of the

specimens for the measurement are lmm and the widths and length are 6mm (flgure2･ 16)･
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t≧1Ⅱlm

w≧6Ⅱ皿

l>6mm

Figure 2. 16 Specimens sizes for Magnetic permeabilitymeasurements
ヽ

The prmciple measurements of the equlPmentare Shown in figure 2･ 17･ The direct

currents have been applied in 1 tum coil and generated 1 direction DC magnetic fleld･ The

easy axis wasinparallel with the coil･

The relative perme.abilitywas obtained by (equations)determined the Impedance

when a sample is saturated Z舌n.,Impedance when a sample is unsaturated Zins, Output voltage

when a sample is unsaturated Vs and Output voltages when a sample is saturated Vo･

p,
- [Sc/(dmx tm)Ⅹ (((Zins+ 50) ⅩVs)/((Zin.

+ 50)ⅩV.)-1)]
+ 1

which isい.r- relative permeability

tm - Sample thic血ess

S｡ - Cross Section area of sensor coil

dm- Sample wi血血
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Figure 2.17 Principle measurement ofRyowa PMF-300 [34]

This equipment capable to measured the magnetic permeability
from lMHz to 3GHz･

The Parameterfromthe hysteresis curve such as magnetic saturations and anisotropIC

magnetic field strength Hk is necessary as lnPut･ The Data of magnetic saturations
Ms

parameter necessary for the relative permeabilitycalculations, apd the anisotropic magnetic

field strength Hk is for Absolute corrections of the equlPmentS･

The obtained results wasinstandard format, permeability, p Vsfrequency (1 MHz -

3GHz)
ヽ

2.11 Return loss, RL measurements･

2.ll.1 Equipment

Retum loss measurement was conducted by using Hewlett Packard (HP) 8722D

Network analyzer. This equipment able to measured up to 10 GHz or higher･The Scattering

parameter or alsoknown as仙SM parameter was obtained used to performthe RL measurement･
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The calculations was based on也e equations below,

RL = 20 loglOSll

Which is Sll is theinput port voltage renection coefrlCient. Sll parameter can be

obtained by 1 port coaxial cable1

2.ll.2 Specimens for Retum loss, RL measurements

The objectiveare to determinethe effect of woody shape ferrite, thereforethe

microstructure of specimens was shaped into few conditions. Instead of woody

microstructures, the non-wood microstructure was produced. To ensure the measurement only

relatedwiththe pores directions/ geometriesthe similar bulk densityof specimens was

prepared･ That means,with the same size of specin1enS it have a similar amount of ferrite･

This is because the bulk densityinnuencedthe magnetic permeability.
The grainsare alsoin

similar size because of equal preparation temperature. Figure 2.18 (a)-(d)showsthe toroid

specimens with different microstructures･

Figure 2. 1 8 the toroid speclmenswithdifferent microstructures (a)Nio.･5Zno.5Fe204 powder (b)

non-woody mierostructure ferrite (c) ferrite woodwithhorizontal pores and (a) ferrite wood

withvertical pores. (All specimens subjectedwithsimilar
bulk density)

The to1･Oidalshape specin1enSwith diameter 7rrun,inner diameter 3mTland thickness

2･5 mm was required for this experiment･ Figure 2･19 showsthe specimen and the sample

holder for measurement ofSl 1 parameter by using smgle port. To produce thusspecimens the

non-magnetic polymer binder is necessary to be applied to enl1anCethe toughness･
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Figure 2.19, Specimen and the SanlPle holder for 1 port Sl] Parameter meaSurementS･

To ensurethe reproduce-able results, morethan 1 specimen was measured for each

set of microstructure.
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CHAPTER 3

PREPARATIONS OF FERRITE WOODS

3.1 Introd uctions
■■

In this chapter the preparations method of ferritewoods were presented･ The Softferrite

and hard ferritesattempted. Which are;

1. Softferrite

Ni-Zn ferritewood

Mn-Zn ferritewood

2. Hard ferrite

Ba ferritewood.

The preparation methods for each ferrite wood were different due to the

chemical different for each composition･ The transformations mechanism for each

ferritewood was examined by uslng DT-TGA analysis･

3.2 Mechanism Transformations into NiZn ferrite wood

3.2.1 Difrerential thermal analysis DTA and Thermogravimetric Analysis TGA

(Ni-Zn ferrite)

ThermalAnalysis of cedar template thatinfiltrated with precursor (section

2.2.2)was performedinheating rate lOoC/min(Rt - 1200oC) with a standard reference

Al203･ Thermal study shows that there are few endothermic peaks and more exothermal

peaks were reveals (figure3.1).From thuspeak it was dividedinto few phase･ First

phase endothermic peak (- 100oC) probably due to the removal of wet [36] or
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dehydration [18].In this region the weight loss was lesser than reported [36]because

the template was dried. The second phase (exothermic -120oC
- - 190oC) was energy

released due to the decomposition of mixed starting material即i,
Zn and Fe) Nitrate and

the similar patternofweight loss were found as figure 3
･3

In figurethe DT-TGA shows

only 2 endothermic peaks that represent the decompositions and crystallizations

mechanism. A卜260oC the wood org弧ic such as bemicellulose, cellulose and lignln

this is agreed by [36]due to the rapid weight loss･And next stage with the temperature

at 290oC - 330oC presumably attributed to crystallizations of the Nitrate into Iron Oxide

form. The XRD patterninfigure 3.4 indicates the crystallizations of the (Ni, Zn and Fe)

Nitrateinto Oxide format 330oC･ This XRD pattem shows the peak of -Fe204 and

Fe203 Were become more intents by increased of也e tempera山re･ And丘nally at 340oC

- 400oC the oxidations decompositioninvolving the biopolymetric oxygen and

breakdown of the C chains of the polynuclear carbon structure of wood organic and

reacted with air and might releasedinto air as Gas form(CO2 0r CO)･ figure 3･2 shows

the DT-TGA f♭rcedar wood that conducted as the same conditions, the TG cuⅣe it

show that the almost all the wood component disappear at 550oC･ Meanwhile for

infiltrated template, itseems like the reach the steady state losses at 400oC. This might

be due tothe existing of Nitrate that accelerates the flring of wood component. The peak

was covered at temperature 400oC - 1200oC･ This peak might be due to thel existence of

phase changes of
- Fe203 (hematite) and some

-Fe204 (ferrite)･Meanwhilethis

endothermic peak was covered by large range of temperature probably due tothe

reaction times. This can explained by the most conventional method preparation of

Ni-Zn ferrite will consume longer time at target temperature. Thisanalysis found that

-16% weight remained (-84% loss)at 1200oC because removal of the wood organic.
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2 Theta

Figure 3･4 XRD patternofTemplate sintered in air

3.2.2 StlmmarizatioJ) Of IT)filtrated wood
- ferrite wood transformations

The ferrite wood retained the shape of the template because the crystallizations

ofNi
+ Zninto iron oxide fonn at lower temperature than rlring ofwood･ Figure 3･5

summarizesthe transformations process.

Wet loss

(drying)

Decomp o sitions

of Ni-NitI･ate,

Zn-Nitrate and

Fe- Nitrate

D e compo sitions

of wood

260oC

Wood component

removed (firing)

Crystallization of Ni + Zn into lron

Oxide

100oC 1 90oC 290oC 400o C

Figure 3
･5

su-narizethe transformations process of infiltrated woodsinto ferritewood
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3.3 Single Phase Nio.5Zno.5Fe204

The template was sinteredinvarious sets of temperature･ At the lower

temperature the single phase Ni-Zn ferrite didn't form･ The ZnO, NiO, Fe203 and etc

stillremained･ Various sintered temperatures and sintered times was attempted･ Figure

3.6 shows the Xm patternthat sintered with various temperatures (1050oC -1400oC)

for 2h, the peaks becomeintense and thirmer･ This argument agreed by M･ Jalaly et al

[37] that successfully Nio.3Zno.7Fe204･ The pattem indicates that the hematite peak

disappeared at 1400oC and onlytypical spinel ferrite peak revealed･ The XRD pattem

indicates the single phase onlシform at the highertemperature or longer sintering time･

Meanwhile flgure 3･7 shows the 8 h sintering tlme for lOOOoC - 1300oC and the slngle

phase was revealed at lower temperature (1200oC)･ The similarset of sintering

temperature for 1 h and 6 h was conducted･ The result was concluded at Table 3･1 that

stated the existing phase for every set of sintered time / temperature･
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Table 3. 1 The existed phase for varioussintering temperature and time･

Sintering temperature Sintering time Phases exist
*

oC h

1350

8

2

2

8

2

8

2

8

2

2

♂

2

6

2

1

H十NZF+0

H十NZF

H十NZF

H十NZF

H十NZF

H十NZF

H+NZF

NZF

H+NZF

H十NZF

NZF

H十NZF

NZF

IVZF

〃ZF

* H- Hematite, NZF=Nl'-Zn fel･rite,0- Others

Byincreaslng the sintering temperature and sintering time the color was change

from brown to black. This might be the hematite were color ofhematite that exists at the

lower temperature. Sintered at the lower temperature need a longer time for the slngle

phase Nio.5Zno.5 ferrite formed. Table 3.1 shows the sintered temperature times and

phase that revealed. Sintered at the lower temperature,the Hematite exists. Sintered at
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1500Octhe singlephase of Nio.5Zno.5Fe204formand by decreasingthe sintering

temperaturethe longer tine was necessary. Figure 3.8 showsthe cwve of sintcring

temperature vs sintering times.

Figure 3.8 Transformation cuⅣe of Singlephase Nio.5Zno.5 ferrite

3.4 SinteriAgtine effect

But by sintering atthe highertemperaturethe shape of specimens were highly

defected･ Figtwe 3･9 showsthe shape of the Nio.5Zno.5Fe204that sintered at 1200oC for

8hand 1500oC for lh. For highly defected specimens,the woodmicrostructure was not

found･ The specimensthat sintered at 1200oC for 8h areing00d shape withaminimum･

defect･ The reasonthis phenomenon occurred because of sintered at highertemperatTe

causedthe gran grow血andthe pores contracted. In additions sintered in longer time is

necessary m preparmgthefemite wood to ensure die removal of wood organic.
●
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3.5

Figure 3.9 Nio.5Zno,5 ferritesintered at (a)I1200oC for 8hand (b) 1 500oC for lh･

Optimum preparation of Nio.5ZTlo.5Fe204 from wood template

The optlmum Preparation of Nio.5Zno.5Fe=04 &om wood template was judged

by the shape of specimens, composition containand microstructure, Thus aspect was

controlled by the lnfiltrations time, sinterlng temperature and the sinterlng time. A触r

considering thus aspect, the optlmum Preparation of Nio.5Zno.5Fe204from wood

template was summarized inthe table below･

Table 3
･2

The optlmum Preparation condition of preparation ofNio.5Zno.5Fe204丘om

wood template

Infiltration time

SiJltering temperature

SiJlteringtime

Template thickness･

at least 7 days

1200oC

Sh

< 15mm

3.6 Preparations of NitZnl_ゝFe204 from wood template (X - 0･1,0･5 aTld O･9)

A氏er determined the optlmum Preparation of Nio.5Zno.5Feユ04丘om wood

template, the preparation of Ni-Zn ferrite withthe differentamount of Ni2+and Zn2+

were conducted, The stoichiometirc proportions were statedintable 211 (Chapter 2)～
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The optlmum Preparation method also applicablewith the NixZnl-xFe204from wood

template (Ⅹ- 0.1 and O･9).

3.6.1 XRD Fatten) ofNi‡Znl_iFe204 from wood template (Ⅹ- 0･1,0･5 and O･9)

■=
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Figure 3･10 XRD patterns ofNi又Znl_x Fe204 Sintered at 12000c 8h
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Figure 3.1 1 XRD ofNi
- Zn ferrites using conventionalsintered method [28],
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00pattem (figure3. 10) shows only the spinel ferritepeaks obviously have a

highcount of intensity.But byincreasing theamount ofNi2'1he peak was shifted to the

higher angle. This argument are correspond with the reported [28] (figure3.I 1) that

prepared by conventional si山ering me也od.

The peaks were shifted because of the crystal structure expansion due to

substitution of smaller Ni ionsinplace of bigger Zn ionsinthe NixZnl_xFe204 Structure.

As reported earlier, the Ni2+ ions prefer octahedral sites because of their favorable

alignment of charges in the octahedral site's crystal field. The peak shiRs to higher

di飴action angles with increasing x. Since the ionic radius of Zn2'(o.82 A) is larger

thanthat ofNi2'(o.78 A) the latticeparameter become smaller.

3.6.2 Lattice of Ni-Zn Ferrite Wood

Tables 3.3 show the calculated lattice parameter of NixZnl_xFe204 Via XRD

patternobtainedinprevious section. All peaks have an intensityat least 29% referring

to the peak 311. The different of the lattice calculate might be due to the large

di飴actometer angle (0.02o)for every measurement. That means for small angle might

caused a big different (Sensitiveof small angle change),example
for x- 0.1 peak 2 2 0

if 20 - 29.89o (AO.Olo)the lattice will be change to 8.444 A. Therefore to minimize

thus effect, the highest angle peak (peak440) was chosen as a latticeconstant･

Table 3.3The calculated lattice parameter ofNixZnl_xFe204 Via Xm pattem

X-0.1

20 d i/io h k 1 a(A)

29.90 2.985 52 2 2 0 8.442

35.22 2.545 100 3 1 1 8.441
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36.84 2.437 29 2 2 2 8.441

42.80 2.110 35 4 0 0 8.441

53.10 1.723 31 4 2 2 8.439

56.60 1.624 44 5 1 1 8.439

62.14 1.492 47 4 4 0 S.440

Ⅹ-0.5

20 d i/i. h k 1 a(A)

30.04 2.971 55 2 2 0 8.403

35.40 2.532 100 3 1 1 8.399

37.04 2.424 34 2 2 2 8.397

43.04 2.099 42 4 0 0 8.396

53.38 1.714 34 4 2 2 8.398

56.86 1.617 46 5 1 1 8.404

62.44 1.485 50 4 4 0 8.403

X-0.9

20 d 捕. A k 1
a(A)

30.20 2.956 48 2 2 0 8.360

35.58 2.520 100 3 1 1 8.358

37.20 2.414 32 2 2 2 8.362
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43.24 2.090 43 4 0 0 8.359

53.66 1.706 34 4 2 2 8.357

57.20 1.608 45 5 1 1 8.358

62.80 1.478 49 4 4 0 8.360
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Figure 3. 12 Lattice constant as function ofx for NixZnl_xFe204
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Figure 3･12 shows the lattice parameterinthefunction of composition･ Inthe

case ofNixZn._xFe20. therich Zn2'spinel have a smaller lattice.P. Ravindranathan[38]

was also reported the small different value of the lattice(figure3･13)･This is because at

higher temperature, it leads to graingrow血which affected the particle size as well as

ionic distributions [17].That caused by some ion･either Ni2'or zn2'that occupiedthe

tetrahedral and octahedral site of mix占d spinel. The changlng Site for each ion affected

the lattice constant. This situation canbe explained by equations below･

Ni,Zn6Fe._,_6 LNix_,Zn._x_6Fel.,.6れ

The distribution of the cation in tetrahedraland octahedral willinfluence the

magnetizationinthe rich Ni2+ reg10n due to the net moment that produce by paralleland

anti- parallel fashion.

3.7 SEM images of Ni-Zn ferrite wood

Figure 3.14 (a) shows the cedar templatesand (b) was a Ni-Zn ferrite wood

that sintered at 1200oC for 8h. Most of the woody microstructures were retained･ From

the flgure,indicates some of the sintered body was deformedand the pores have

inbomogeneous sizes.
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Figure 3･14 a･ Microstructure of cedar template and b. Ni-Zn ferrite wood

Figure 3.15 - 3.17 showsthe Nix ZnトxFe204(x
- 0･1, 0･5, O19)from cedar

template･ It seem like byincreaslng contain ofZn2+ were caused theincreaslng Of graln
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sizes. Themicrostructure of the cedar template retained. The ferrite woods were

mimicking the woodmicrostructure which is constructed by a multiple layer of sintered

body that arrayed like checker board shape. Consequently, contribute to the 1

directional pores.

Figure 3. I5 microstructure ofNio IZno.9Fe204 from cedar template･ a)丘onview, b)side

view

I

義

Figure 3. I 6microstructure ofNio.5Zno.5Fe204 &om cedar template. a)
&onview, b)side

view

i

.■
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Figure 3. 17 microstructure ofNio.9Zno.1 Fe204from cedar template･ a) Ron view, b)side

view
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The orlglnal cedar templates have larger pores sizes･ Sintered at the 12000c for

8 h cause higherrate of shrinkages because of the porosity. The transformations of the

wood to the ferrite wood changethe microstructuresfrom bigger pores to smaller pores

sizes (figure3.18).

rnf;1tratedtemplate

Pores colltraCted

(shrinkages)

I 十 十

Fine gmlTl

.2〃皿】

書 l

900cC

Pores coJltraCted

(shrinkages)

ーム⊥

ll_00心c sh

Ferrite wood

Grain

growth

Figure 3 I 18, Transformation of cedar templateinto ferrite wood

3.8 Propcrties of Ni-Zn ferrite wood

3.8.1 GraiJIS Sizes

Sintered at higher temperature caused the grain growth. From SEM images,

indicatesthatthe gralnS are growth B･om I - 4 um at the sinterlng temperature 1200oC
-

1300oC･ Table 3･4 shows the grain Sizes fb∫the sinte血g temperature 1200oC, 12500c

and 1300oC for Nio.5Zno.5Fe204. This results agreed with H.Su et al.(2007)[39]stated

that the graln grOWthfor Ni-Zn ferrite at 1200-1300oC is not so obvious comparedwith

others material such as NiCuZn ferrite.
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Table 3.4 Grain size ofNio.5Zno.5Fe204wood that sintered at 1200oC, 1250oC and
1300oC

Sintered temperature (oC) 1200 1250 1300

Grain sizes (pm) 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-4

3.8.2 Porosity and Density of Ni-Zn &errite wood

Table 3.5 shows the results of densitymeasured experimentally (section2.4).The

bulk densityof ferrite woods wereincrease byincreasing of sintering temperature. The

porosities were estimated around 78 - 88%.

Table 3.5 The bulk de.nsityofferritewood sinteredin1200
I 1300oC

SL'nlering temper･atwe oC specimens DetlSio,a/cc Porost'0,(%)

1200

1250

1300

1

2

1

2

1

2

0.664

0.646

0.764

0.749

0.851

1.15

87.5

87.8

85.6

85.9

83.9

78.3

The results measured bulk densitiesare applicable due to the confirmation via

SEM images. Figure 3.19 shows the SEM images of Ferrite wood that sintered at

1200oC - 1300oC･ The pores of the wood assumedinround shape with average

diameter 8-10pm with the wall thickness around 1
-叫m.

Table 3.6 The densitycalculated via average value from SEM images･

St'nlering wal] average L2f〟lk densio)

Temp thickness, i diameter, Davg

1200oC

1250oC

1 300oC

1.0-1.5pm lOpm

1.5-2ドm lOpm

2 - 4pm 9.5pm

0.504 - 0.737g/cc

0.737 - 0.849g/cc

0.849 - 1.354g/cc
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The measuredand calculated values of the bulk densities were corresponded.

For the calculated results (table3.6) shows that at higher sinter temperature caused

larger grains Size that contribute to the thicker wall.

_:::享十､-i

-

L･.1rlp;

.:I.･････: L::P7.＼f/

l
l

1子
Figure 3.19 Microstructure

of(a) cedar template and Nio.5 Zno.5 Fe204 WOOd sintered at

(b) 1200oC, (■c)1250oC and (d) 1300oC

3.8.3 Shrinkages ofNi-Zn ferrite wood

Sintered specimens shrink due tothe contracted grain. Porosityis a major factor

that contributes to shrinkages. Normally, most of the btllk specimens will shrink equally

inall directions because of the homogenous porosity. In order to minimizethe

shrinkages some study applied some additives, Topfer et al (2006)[40]were use Bi203

additive for of Ni-Cu-Zn ferrite powder enhance densifications during sinterlng at

900oCand highdensitiesare obtained (reducethe shrinkages rate).It results shrinkages,

dl/I.(%)thatsintered at lOOOoC were reduced from
-17.5%

to
115% (improved 2%)･

Additive might
be easy for apply for powder based material. But to produce ferrite

wood, the additive that reduce the shrinkage difficultto apply.
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For Ni-Zn ferriteand Mn-Zn ferrite prepared from wood template have a different

outcome. It has a very highporosity approxj皿ately 78
-

88% (section2･3)IThe pores

that distributedin1 directional gave preferences to shrinkinperpendicular pores

directions (figure3.20).
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Figure 3･20 shrinkages of specimenswitha･ homogenous pores distribution, b1 1

directional pores distributions.

Table 317 Shrinkages offerrite woodinpore face sintered at 1200 I 1300oC

shrin kales

=75%

記75%

記75%

average si郡Of

fbrrib wood cd1

2;10岬1

=10pm

=10pn

SinteriJlg average Si2X! Of
Temtwrature template si2X!$

1200℃

1250oC =40l皿

1soo℃

Table 318 Shrinkages offemite woodinpore direction sintered at 1200
I

13000c

Shrinkages

記3 0_40%

ニヰOT/o

highof
ferrite wood

*7mm

~

(i 111m

ShteriAg highof
Temtmttlre temDhte

1200℃

1250oC =1 0mm
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13 00oC た;5-6mm =40-5 0%

Table 3.7and 3.8 shows the results of the shrinkages of the wood specimensin

pore faceand direction. The highshrinkages occurredinthe pores face approximately

75%. Meanwhileinpores direction that measured directlyfrom the template and

specimen was shrink at 30 - 50% depend on the sintering temperature･

3.9 Mn-Zn Ferrite Wood

Instead of Ni-Znferrites, Mn-Zn ferrites with the similar crystal structure were

studied. Mn-Zn ferritethat mimicked wood microstructure was produced･ Mn-Zn ferrite

with ferrimagnetism behavior was examined･

3.9.1 Diqerential thermalanalysis DTA and Thermogravimetric Analysis TGA

(Mn-Zn ferrite)

Thermalanalysis of Infiltrated cedarwas performed and showinfigure 3･43･

The specimens were in丘1tra土edw姐precursor solution (Table 2･1 section 2･2･2)IIt

seems like ithave a similar patternofthermogram and TG curve compared with Ni-Zn

ferrite (section).Because of this reason, itwas assumed to be the same reaction occurred

at the temperature below 500oC･ The remained weight was approximately 7% which is

lower compared with Ni-Zn ferrite probably due toinflltabilityand the weight of Mn

that lower than Ni. This might change the amount of the existing ionic and slightly

influenclng the reaction of the Carbon of the t占mplate･It also caused the drastic loss of

weight was ended at
- 450oC compared tothe Ni-Zn ferrite 405oC because of the

exothermic that ended at that temperature･

Figure 3
･22

summarized the transformations of infiltrated templateinto ferrite

wood.
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ngure 3･21 TG, DTA recorded at I0oC/min of infiltrated cedar template

3.9.2 Summarization of Infiltrated wood
- MJl-ZJ) ferrite wood transformations

Wet loss

(drym∂

D e co mp ositions

of Mn-Nitrate,

Zn-NitI･ate and

Fe･ Nitrate

I)e compositions

of wood

277oC

Wood component

removed (丘ring)

Crystauization of Mn + Zn into lron

Oxide

100oC 190oC 290oC 450oC

Figure 3
･22

the transformations process ofinfiltrated woodsinto Mn-Zn ferritewood

The ferrite wood retained the shape of the template becausethe crystallizations

ofMn
+ Zn into iron oxide form at lower temperature than firing of wood. Figure 3･22

sulnmarizes the transfわrmations process.

sinteredinair at the highertemperature, the hematites are remained･ The Mn-Zn Fe204

was crystallized with a-Fe203 tO formcomposite woodinhigher temperaturesI The
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XRD pattem shows the XRD pattem for theinfiltrated wood sintered
in airwith various

sets of temperature and tlmes. ot-Fe203 Peaks retained (figure3･23).The entire patterns

have ahighcount ofhematite peakFe203 (20 - 3312) (h k I - 1 0 4)･

40 45 58 55 60 65 70 75 80

2仇eta

Figure 3･23 XRD pattern ofTemplate sintered in air

Asdiscussed earlier. sinterlng ln airand sinterlng ln argon atmosphere had

been conductedinorder toinvestlgate the most suitable temperature, conditions and

timeh.

Fromthe DT-TGA analysts, Was found that it necessary to sintered the

specimensinair for oxidation reaction of wood component･ But it seemsthat, sintered

in air unable to eliminate the -Fe203 Peak･ Some of the study suggests the sinterlng

conditions of Mn-Zn ferrite mustinfree air conditions, because according [17],slowly

cooledinN2 atmosphere is necessary to prevent segregation of α-Fe2041 Because of this

reason the next attempt was conductedinairand final stageinArgon gas (section

2.2.4.2)
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3.10 Single Phase Mno.5Zno.5Fe204

Figure 3.24 shows the XRD pattem forthe lnflltrated templatethat sinteredin

airinearlier stage ( Rt
-

1200oC 6h) and in argoninfinal stage (1200oC 8h + 6 h

cooling).
The hematitepeak was successfully eliminatedand the entire higherpeak5

show the existence of typicalspinet structure.
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Figure 3.24 XRD patternofMno 5Zno,5Fe204 Sintered at 8hinargon

3.10.1 XRD pattern of MnxZI)1_ⅩFe204 from wood temp一ate (X
= 0.1,0.5 atld 0.9)

The similar sinterlng conditions were conducted to produce the Mn互Znl_xFe204

with different concentration of Mn2+A The single phase Mn-Zn ferrites were obtained･

Figure 3.25 shows the XRD pattem ofMnh-ZnトxFe204 for x
- 0.1, 0.5and 0.9. The

peaks shifted to lower di缶action angleswithincreaslng X. Sincethe ionic radius of

zn2'(o.82 A) is smaller thanthat ofMn2'(o.91 A) the lattice parameter become bigger

(Fig.3.26)[48].Each product with same concentration, x &om different template showed

the similar lattice constantinthe range of
j= 0.008A. This argument was corresponded

with the Jae-Gwang Lee et. Al (2006) that prepared Mn-Zn ferritepowder (figure3･25)･
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The lattice constants differed from other report [48].MnZn ferrite configuration based

on a face- centered cubic lattice of oxygen ions withaunit cell consisting of 8

functional units. Spinet ferrite contains twotypes of sites, tetrahedral and octahedral

sites. The Zn2'ions had a marked preference for tetrahedral sites･

20 30 40 50

2theta
･'deq

CuK alpha

60 70 80

20 30 40 50

2 theta / deg CuK alpha

60 70 80

Figure 3･25 X- ray di缶action pattems ofMnxZnl-エFe204 sintered at 1200oCinargon

atmosphere (a.)from Cedar template (b･)&om Balsa template

lt confim5 that,the mixed spinel ferrites were similar XRD pattern eventough

preparedwith different templates (cedarand balsa).This is because same condition was

applied during sintenng process.
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Figure 3.26 XRD pattems ofMnxZnl-xFe204 powder (a)x - 0･0, (b)Ⅹ
- 0･2, (c)Ⅹ = 0･4,

(d)x-0.6, (e)x - 0.8, and (i)x
- 1･0･ Adapted &om [48]

3.10.2 Lattice constant ofMn-Zn ferrite woods

Meanwhilefigure 3･27indicatesthe lattice constant of MnxZnl-xFe204; both

sets of specimens perform a similar value of lattice･The lattice might slightly different

due to the cation distribution depends on few factors, such as the temperature, pressure,

compositionsand preparation method [49]･At higher temperature, it leads to grain

growth which affected the particle size as well as ionic distributions [17]･That caused
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by some ion either Mn2+ or zn2+ that occupied the tetrahedral and octahedral site of

mixed spinel.

Table 3.9 The calculated latticeparameter of MnxZnl-xFe204 Via Xm pattem

-0.1

20 d ui. h k 1 a(A)

30.02 2.973 54
2 2 0 8.409

35.38 2.534 100
3 1 1 8.404

37.02 2.425 39
2 2 2 8.401

42.98 2.lO2 47
4 0 0 8.407

53.34 1.715 40
4 2 2 8.404

56.86 1.617 50
5 1 1 8.404

62.44 1.485 55
4 4 0 S.403

0.5

20 d i/i. h k 1 a(A)

29.78 2.996 59
2 2 0 8.475

35.1 2.553 100
3 1 1 8.469

36.74 2.443 45
2 2 2 8.463

42.6 2.120 51
4 0 0 8.478

52.94 1.727 45
4 2 2 8.463

56.48 1.627
-55

5 1 1 8.456

61.98 1.495 56
4 4 0 8.459
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Ⅹ=0.9

20 d i/i. A 良 口 a(A)

29.74 3.00 54
2 2 0

8.486

35.02 2.55 100
3 1 1

8.487

36.62 2.45 35
2 2. 2

8.490

42.54 2.127 43
4 0 0

8.490

52.78 1,73 37
4 2 2

8.486

56.26 1.63 50
5 1 1

8.486

61.78 1.49 53 4 4 0
8.484

Table 3.9 shows the calculated lattice for each peak for X - 0.1, 0.5 and O･9･

The different value of lattice was occurrlng due to the error of decimal polnt

calculations and largeangle change of 20. The lattice value at the largest angle was

selected due to the lowest calculations error. Figtlre 3.26 concludethe lattice constant of

the MnxZnl_,Se204 (X - 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9)from wood templates･

く⊂

8.48

8.47

8.46

8.45

8.44

8.43

8.42

8.41

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

X

Figure 3.27 Lattice constant as function ofx for MnxZnl_xFe204 from balsa and cedar
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Figure 3.28 Variation of lattice constant as function ofxinMnxZnl_xFe204. (right)and
(le氏)photo was adapted from [48]and [49]respectively.

The lattice constants obtainedand reported [48] (fig 3.28 (left))are much

higher and not increase linearly by increasing of Mn2'. This might be the ion

inconstantly occupied at both hexahedral and octahedral sites. S.M Attia [49](fig3.28

(right))reported the smaller lattice constant. All results shows the different lattice

sizes, this might be due to the easiness of migrations of the ion to occupied both

hexahedral and octahedral sites.

3.11 SEM of Mn-Zn Ferrite Wood

Figure 3.29 shows the microstructure of treated cedar wood. Meanwhile figure

3.30 illustrate the smgle phase Mn-Zn ferrite wood. In thus figure, itshows that most of

wood shape retained. The sintered body was subtracted by array of 1 directional pores.
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Figure 3
･30

Ferrite wood (Mn-Zn ferrite)

Instead of cedar template, balsa template with bigger pores was used as

template (figure 3.31). It seems like the Mn-Zn femite that mimicking balsa

microstructure able to be obtained by similar process.
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Figure 3.32: Lateral image of Mno.1Zno.9Fe204 B'om (a)Cedar template (b)Balsa

template.
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Figure 3.33 : Lateral image of Mno.5Zno.5Fe204 from (a)Cedartemplate (b) Balsa

template･



Figure 3
･34

Lateralimage of Mno,9Zno.1Fe204from (a)Cedar template (b) Balsa

template.

Figure 5 showstypicalmicrostructures of ferrite woods (Mn-Zn femite).The

product from Balsa template had much larger pores thanthat product &om Cedar

l

template, Their pore sizes were approximately (50 x 20)岬12 and (15 x 15)岬ユー

respectively shown in Figure 3.31. The shape of pores was retained, where the pores

elongatedinone direction. For the case of rich Zn2+, the pores were smallest because of

the gra]TI were growth bigger.

3.12 GraiJI Sizes ofMn-Zn Ferrite Wood

Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 shows lateralimages of the MnxZnトⅩFe204 (X
- 0.1,

0.5 and 0.9).For x - 0.1 bothproducts were composed of fine grains･ The graingrew up

withincreaslng Of MJI COnCentration. Especially, Mno,9Zno,1 Fe204 from Balsa template

showed an extraordinary graingrowth. Probably, it is caused by impuritycontainingin

Balsa wood.

3.13 Ba-fe rrite

Ba- feITiteswith the hexagonal crystalstructure were studied･ This M-type

hexagonal ferritesthat mimicked wood microstructure was produced. The preparations

approach was determined. BaFe-,O19 have atheoretical density5.28 g/cm3 [16].
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3.13.1 DTITGA ofinfiltrated template

Figure 3.35 showsthe DT-TGA of infiltrated templates. The wood template

thatinfiltratedwiththe (Ba nitrate, Iron nitrate and citric acid)precursor solutions (table

2.3 Chapter 2) was crushinto powderandthe DTITG was examined. The results

consisted few exothemicpeaks. First phase endothermic peak (- 100oC) due to the

removal of wet or dehydration The transforn1ation process similarwiththe NiZn-ferrite

and MnZn ferrite which is the decompositions of mixed starting material(Ba nitrate +

Fe nitrate)was occurred around -1300c1160oC.
Then followed by the decompositions

of wood component around 260oC (similar transformation as NiZn felTite wood).
The

exothermic peak at 360oC representsthe crystal1izations of the Mixed Ba nitrate and Fe

nitrate into Oxideform･ And finally the wood component was removed around 5 10oC.

100 20D 300 400 500 600
1

700

Temperature (℃)

800 900 1 000 1 I00

Figure 3135 TG, DTA recorded at lOoC/minofcedar wood

Figure 3.36 summarizedthe transformations ofinfiltrated woodinto Ba-ferrite
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Figure 3.36 Summarizethe transformations process ofinfiltrated woods into ferrite

wood

3.13.2 XRD pattern ofBa-ferrite wood
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Figure 3･37 XRD pattern of lnfiltrated wood sintered at 800oC
I

1400oC･

Figure 3.37 showsthe XRD pattern of inflltrated template that sintered at

800oC, 1000Oc, 1200oCand 1400oC. The results indicated the weak peak of hematite
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was revealed at all temperature. But at 1200oCthe (loll)peak was form. Meanwhile

the complete set ofBaFe12019 Peak was form at 1400oC which isthepeak (0014) was

revealed and the hematitepeak was almost eliminated. This agrees with [15, 52] that the

typicalreaction temperature for hexagonal ferrite is as highas 1450oC because of their

complex structures.

3.13.3 1)a-ferrite woods at higher temperature.

3.13.3.1 Physical and color

Similar with NiZn ferrite and MnZn ferrite,the woodymicrostructure of

Ba-ferrite was defected at higher temperature due to the shrinkages. The figure shows

the Ba-ferrite wood that sintered at 800oC - 1400Oc. It shows the changes of the color

form brown to grey because of amount hematite lesser at higher temperature. This

correspondedwiththe color ofhematite is red or brown and the color offerrite is black･

Instead the XRD patternindicated the similar phenomenon too.
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Figure 3.3 8: 4 different typeofwood template (a)0riginalinfiltrated templates (b)

sintered at 800oC (c)sintered at lOOOoC and (d)sintered at 1200oC

Sintered at 800oC the shape retained in good conditions･ Byincreased to

lOOOoC the ferrite wood shape was defected and at 1200oCthe specimen was highly

shrinks and cracked and the color becomes dark (figure 3.38).Finally at 1400oC the

specimens aren'tinwoody shape.Asa conclusions slngle phase Ba-ferrite are

crystallized at 1450oC [15, 52] but the woody shape unable to retained at such high

temperature due to the highshrinkages･

3.13.3.2 Shrinkages

Table 3110 shows the shrinkages of the Ba-ferrite woodthat sintered at 800oC

and 1OOOoC. The results show that the specimens丘om Katsura template have a largest

shrink. This is because Katsura template Consist the biggest pores approximately 50Llm･

The femite wood from Beibomi, Rmvanand Popura template have almost similar

shrinkages. This
might be due tothe similar pores sizes (-10 Llm)･

Sintered at 1400oC

the specimens was totally deforminto non-woody shape microstructures･

Table 3.1 0 sintered size/template size of Ba-ferrite wood under different sintermg

temperatufe

Template Sinteredtemperature Sinteredtemperature

800oC 10000c

Katsura 0.79 0.57
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Beibomi 0.83 0.6

Rawan 0.83 0.59

popura 0.83 0.59

3.13.4 SEM ofBa- Ferrite

Figure 3.39, sinteredinfiltrated wood at (a)800oC, (b) 10000c, (c) 1200oC and (d)

1400oC

Figl}re 3･39 shows the SEM images of the Ba-ferrites wood. Thus images

conrm that sintered at 800oC and lOOOoC the wood microstructure retained.

Meanwhile at 1200oC only partial wood microstructure retained. But at 1400oC non-
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wood microstructure was revealed. In additions of that, the gralnS Sizes were growth by

increasmg of sintering temperature.

3.13.4.I Grain sizes of Ba-ferrite wood

The crystallizations of Ba-ferrite occurred at hightemperature･ The grainsize

growth began at 1OOOoC onward･ Instead of Ba-ferrite, a- Fe203 Was also revealed･ But

according to the XRD, the phase of a- Fe203 become lesser at higher sintering

temperatures･ The gralnS Size was growth rapidly at lOOOOc - 1200oC and 1200oC -

1400oC (table3.ll).The higher sintering temperature caused contraction among the

pores and no wood microstructure retained･

Table 3. 1 1 shows the approximations of the graln Sizes sintered at various temperatures･

Sinteringtemperature,

○C

Grainsizes,

Pm

Conditions PhaseeXist

800

E]

<1pm Woodmicrostructure BaFel20ー9+α-

retained Fe203

1000 <1pm 恥odmicros廿ucture BaFel2019+α-

retained Fe203

1200 -7-10pm Woodmicrostructure BaFeー20ー9+α-

partiallyretained Fe203

1400 >20pm Nowoodmicrostructure BaFel2019+α-

retained Fe203

The slngle phase Ba-ferrite wood unsuccessfully prepared･ This is because the

single phase Ba-ferrite was completely crystallized at 1450oC･ That temperature was too

high for the woody microstructure to retain･ In canbe confirmed by the grainsizes at

1400oC that approximately 20 - 30 pm which is larger than the expected pores size･
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